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Festive Star
biscuits by
Liam y7

Dr Martin Luther King Jr said “only in the darkness can you see
the stars” – this sums up our experience in the Southover community this last term. Like with the rest of the country, this has
been a period of anxiety, sadness at times, and frustration.
Yet, in the midst of it all, we have had exemplary maturity and
the best behaviour for learning from students, dedication, professionalism and care from staff and tremendous resilience and positivity from
everyone involved with the organisation.
Your stars have shone through the darkness and guarantee hope for the future.

Teaching begins
Thursday 7th January
Half term: Monday
15th to Friday
19th February
End of term:
Thursday 1st
April.

I wish everyone, your families and loved ones a safe and restful Christmas and
a more fulfilling 2021.
Keep on shining.
Dayo

HELLO TO NEW FACES
At Hutton Grove we have welcomed new pupils George y12, Elkie y8, Letia y7 and Liam y7. At Kingsbury
new pupils are: Ayden, Taylor, Tyler, Marlee and Casey.
New staff include Zoe, Elsie, Joel and Katie at Hutton Grove; Lea and Freddy at Southgate ; Andrew, David, Charlotte, Malena, Will, Jason and Maxwell at Kingsbury Manor.

A big Happy Birthday to pupils: Yassim, Melissa, Letia, Ahmed, Omid,
Liam W, Taylor, Imran and Adam B
And staff:
Staff- Pedro, David, Ibrahim, Mryam, Glody, Freddie, Dany, Emma, Lea,
Catherine, Kate, Freddie, Katie, Patrick, Josh B

More News From the Manor
As another term draws to a close it is time to recall
the highlights of all things art at Kingsbury Manor.
The Autumn term got off to a fresh start when two
colleagues and I, Malena and Charlotte refreshed the
paintwork in the art room before the arrival of the
students. Thank you again to Charlotte and Malena
for all your hard work. It was appreciated.

This term the students have been learning about the
formal elements of art: colour, tone and line. Developing their drawing techniques so that they can create artwork on a flat surface. Understand and produce examples of primary, secondary and complimentary colours. In lessons they have explored colour theory and mixing paints. Additionally, students have
been exploring the work of
Dutch Artist Piet Mondrien.
Developing their understanding of the formal element of
line and how colour and line is
a significant element of in
his paintings. Students have
demonstrated their understanding of his work by producing art that clearly responds to his style.
In the first half of the term all
the KS3 students participated in the Paper Mache Competition and worked diligently to complete their final piece
by the completion date. The
winners were: Taylor Y8 won
first prize, (design section)
for her chubby blue puffa
fish. George Barnett Y8,
won first prize (creative section), for creating a figure of Paul Pogba, kitted out in his Arsenal football attire. Yash Patel Y8 won first prize (effort section) for his first name spelt
out in large paper mache wooden letters. The runners
up were Casey Y7 (creative section) for her world on
fire, red vase and Marlee Y7 (effort section) for model
of a lolly pop. They received Amazon book vouchers.
All students and staff are to be congratulated for their
day-to-day resilience and perseverance during the unprecedented circumstances of the pandemic. Congratulations to all.
Wishing everyone a very happy and peaceful Seasonal
Holidays. Happy Christmas.
Fiona Martyn, Art Teacher

News from the Manor...

PE at Kingsbury Manor has got off to a fantastic start this academic year! Students have engaged in a variety of different team sports, from football to rugby, and even some more unfamiliar sports such as American football. Each student has 2 hours of PE in their timetable
that run consecutively, and so in the first half of the term we spent a lot of time trying different sports and working on our individual fitness levels – staff and students! Then in the second hour, we went off site to the local basketball courts and worked hard on our passing,
dribbling and shooting techniques before playing some fiercely competitive matches.
As we entered into a second national lockdown, and as the weather turned for the worse, we
retreated to a classroom and began to grow our understanding of the various systems in the
human body. Students began to unravel the secrets of the muscular, skeletal and cardiovascular systems and the impact of exercise on each. Towards the latter end of the term we
even began to discuss the neurological effects that exercise would have on them and their
education.

Alongside their theory lessons, students at Kingsbury Manor were determined not to let the
lockdown stop them from improving their fitness levels. We kicked off the half term with
some physical testing and discussed how to effectively apply advanced concepts of strength
and conditioning so that they could build on their progress in a way that is specific and
measurable. One student in particular, George Barnett, was so invested in his own development that we have sat down together over several lunches and created a bespoke, 8-week
training schedule so that he would be able to keep making progress in football during the
lockdown.
To close off the year, students and staff have been participating in a the nationwide ‘Run up
to Christmas’ challenge. In this challenge, each participant has been running and walking
around our local park to move us closer to the goal of running across Lapland to Father
Christmas’ village in the north of Finland. So far we have travelled well over 100km as a
school, which is a fantastic achievement for the students! I am hoping this term has educated them in the importance of regularly exercising and inspired them to keep active over the
Christmas holidays.
Merry Christmas to everyone!

News From The Gate…………...
Year 10 Science experiments by Jack

In Chemistry I was investigating what conditions were needed
for fermentation to create alcohol. I set up four flasks with balloons attached with different types of substances inside. We
then left it for two hours to see how much fermentation took
place. The flask with the red balloon had hot water with yeast
and sugar and it blew up the most. With the second most
inflated being the flask with the yellow balloon with the same ingredients but using cold water.
On the other hand, the other two flasks did not inflate at all because they only had sugar in them but one with hot water and
the other with cold water. Overall, the fermentation method that
worked the most was the hot water with yeast and sugar.

In this physics practical we were investigating how many amps go through each bulb (current). We
found that with a simple series circuit there is no difference in the current whether the ammeter is
placed before or after the bulb. When we changed it to a parallel circuit with more than one bulb we
found that there was less current going through each individual bulb.

Fundraising News From The Gate……...
Senior Teaching Assistant Natasha reports on recent fund-raising at The Gate:

Staff and students at the gate managed to raise an amazing £95 for Children in Need.
Here is a look at some of the highlights of our week..

Pudsey cake decorating

Pudsey Bear colouring
Duck Race
Winning
design by
Tone
(year 11)

Congratulations to maths and
science teacher Dany who was
the winner of the ‘Duck Race’.
Her love of macaroni cheese
influenced her to choose the
duck ‘Quack and Cheese’ who
was the highest placed of the
chosen ducks.

Food News From The Gate……...

COOKERY by Emma
We have many amazing cooks
this year that have created a
wide range of sweet and savoury dishes this term.
The students have learnt simple healthy dishes, balancing flavours and experienced new
foods, while developing their life
skills along the way.
Cookery lessons are a place to
create, talk about your day,
share food and be proud of the
dishes you make.

School Lunch comes to The Gate (for 1 day only)
The success of Tom’s macaroni cheese led to ’school
dinner lady’ Emma, ably assisted by Gianluca (year

13), making a huge batch to raise money for Children in Need. We ate our delicious lunch with a
side of garlic bread outside in the fresh air!

Club News From The Gate………….

Craft Club
Students have been doing
woodwork and crafts in
lunchtime clubs this term.
We are doing some big
projects such as starting a
bench for our garden and
some smaller projects such
as cork reindeers, key
rings, flickering light jars
and wooden snowflakes.
Some students have also
made lovely Christmas
cards for Age UK to deliver
to older people who will be
on their own at Christmas.

DJ Club
The newest club at The Gate is DJ
Club run by keyworker Memake.
Jack is the most enthusiastic
member and is pictured here
learning to use the decks whilst
sporting his fabulous Children in
Need hat.

ICT News From The Gate………….
Jack’s Cambridge National/IT &
other creative work

Business Card

Newsletter

Gianluka’s Entry BTEC/IT Career Research &Accounting

Adam Year 8 story telling on Buncee-

Final News From The Gate………….

Trainee mechanics Liam and
Omid have certainly made
the most of their weekly sessions with Markos in the
garage at The Manor.

Christmas Jumper Day and Festive Lunch
(Enjoyed COVID safely)

News from the Hut…….

In PSHE this term Elkie y8 and Tia y7 have
been learning about how to maintain
healthy relationships and different ways we
can offer support to someone in an unhappy situation. They have been making posters to share the information.

Tia and Elkie in KS3 Science have been learning about the periodic table in Chemistry and have
produced these amazing posters all about their favourite elements.

Cooking at the Hut…….

Pupils at Hutton Grove do their
Home Cooking lessons at Lyonsdown with Home Cooking
teachers Anahita and Samantha.
Liam, Tia, Elkie, Emile, Fabian,
Aleika, George, Yassim and Melissa have been really building on
their skills in the kitchen and produced some mouth wateringly
delicious looking dishes and baking. There has been a bit of a
festive theme going on lately.

….and by the way we

raised £197.50 for
Children In Need
through our cake
sale.

News from the Hut…….
Christmas
Wreath making
Workshop with
The FlowerBank

Emile, Aleika, Melissa and Tia from
Hutton Grove along with the staff
had the wonderful opportunity to
join in with a Christmas wreath making workshop run by Ursula from the
FlowerBank. The school has close
links with the Flower Bank as Melissa y14 is currently undertaking work
experience there. Ursula brought
along the metal rings, moss and
three different types of greenery.
We had to wire the moss and greenery in place and then decorate the
wreaths with an assortment of dried
fruit, pine cones, lotus seed heads,
candy canes and cinnamon sticks.
Almost good enough to eat. The
final touches were spray snow. Our
results looked very professional and
will be adorning many a front door!!
Many thanks to Ursula for teaching
us new skills.

News from the Hut…….
WORK EXPERIENCE AT THE FLOWER BANK by Melissa y14
For work experience I go to a flower shop called The Flower Bank. The Flower Bank is a florist
shop that brings flowers back to life. So at The Flower Bank I’ve learnt how to do a flower arrangement Japanese style, a buttonhole, a Christmas wreath, a fairy door and window display.
I enjoy doing work experience there. Here are some photos of my favourite work.

PROJECT WORK BY EMILE y8
My Project Work

December 2020

This year I have been working on a short film about our wonderful school this
video shows you the school site and the staff that work there it also gives you a
better insight about what our school is like I did it by going around the school
and using a camera recorded my lessons I also got special interviews with certain members of staff and asked them questions about the subject they teach
we then imported the video clips into the editing software and edited them together I applied effects and transitions to make it interesting, funny etc. I then
rendered the video to stick it all together the
Overall I enjoyed the process of making this video and hope to see it on the
school website – Emile

Even More News From The Hut…….
Crisp Packet Blankets for the Homeless
The Key Stage 3 Geography students and
theirBook
staff Day
have worked hard this half term on a special enWorld
vironmental project. Combining aspects ofMarch
physical
and human geography, Tia and Elkie have been
2nd 2017
encouraging everyone at Southover to donate their used crisp packets to a charity that turns them into blankets for the homeless. TA Elsie interviewed her key student Tia to find out more!
World Book Day is a celebration! It is a celebration of authors, books and (most importantly) it is a
Why might recycling crisp packets be imcelebration of reading. In fact it is the biggest celebration of its kind, designated by UNESCO, a
portant?
worldwide celebration of books and reading, marked in over
100 countries all over the world.

Crispstudents
packets
cannot
be recycled.
This is the 20th Year there’s been a World Book Day; Southover
and
staff marked
the oc- We don’t want
to end
up hurtcasion by dressing as their favourite book character or author.
An array
of characters were on disthe Alice
environplay. At Hutton Grove we had: Harry Potter (Kayla), Ramboing
(Rhys),
in Wonderland, Portrait of
a lady, the Queen of Hearts, Virginia Wolf, the Mad Hatter,ment
a witch
from
Harry Potter and the
and
the
Handmaiden’s Tale.
oceans by
themincluded a wide range
At lunchtime, we all joined in with our annual World Book throwing
Day Quiz, which
of questions from Game of Thrones to Les Miserables. Samaway.
was the overall winner at Hutton
right: Emily (teacher) Elsie (TA) presenting
Grove with the partnership of Zuriel and Stacey taking first place at Southgate.

Left to
Elkie’s poster, Tia with donation box, Kate (TA) preAll students received a voucher they could exchange for a book at any bookshop!
senting Tia’s poster

Why is a crisp packet a good material to use for a blanket for a homeless person?
Crisp packets are waterproof and can help to keep people warm and dry
on the streets in their sleeping bags.
Who started the project to collect packets for the blankets?
Surviving the Streets UK, a charity for homeless people.
How does the charity make the blankets?
They iron them together with special paper.
Can you tell us what you have been doing in school to raise
awareness?
We have been talking to people to spread the word. Me and Elkie made
posters telling people to donate their crisp packets. We made an eye
catching box covered in pictures of our favourite crisps and information.
How many packets do you need to collect?
It takes 75 packets to make 1 blanket. We want to collect over 500 packets!

Save your crisp packets and send them in to Hutton Grove to help Tia and Elkie with their fantastic project!

Even More News From The Hut…….
Melisa’s Year 13, for BTEC /IT Entry, Data manipulation &
‘creative’ skills

George year 12 and Letia year 7 being creative on Buncee

Emile, year 8 coding geomatics shapes on Python

SOUTHOVER CELEBRATES BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Humanities teacher Daniel reports from The Manor:
For Black History Month, students at Kingsbury explored the history of
modern black Britain. Students learned about the early challenges of the
Windrush generation -- migrants from the British Commonwealth who
came to help rebuild Britain in the post war period. They found out about
the kind of jobs the new arrivals from Jamaican, Barbados and Trinidadian
worked in, such as public transport and the NHS. They examined a series
of anti-black racist attacks in Notting Hill (London) and Nottingham in
1958, as well as the founding of the Notting Hill Carnival as a way to bring
the community together. Students also explored the early British civil right
struggles in relation to the Bristol bus boycotts, the Mangrove 9 and the
Oxford Street Campaign led by Jocelyn Barrow to allow black people to
work in retail shops. Year 11 student James Stone said, “I have learnt the
context behind racism --about how it all started.”

At The Gate, Senior Teaching Assistant Natasha has overseen a
research project:

This year for Black History
Month, students created a new
‘Inspiring Quotes’ board. They
researched a variety of people to
find out about their achievements and created a display detailing them and their inspiring
quotes. Inspirational figures included Benjamin Zephaniah, Toni
Morrison, James Baldwin and Zadie Smith.

SOUTHOVER CELEBRATES BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Posters created by pupils
and staff from
Hutton Grove
for our Black
History Month
Display

The Southover Gallery
GCSE Photography—Painting with light

Tone (year 11)

Jack (year 10)
GCSE Art ‘Freedom’ by Dylan
(year 11)

Southover at The Farm—Tuesdays

There have been many changes on the farm since we have returned. The students were very excited
by the guinea pigs and enjoyed settling them into their new home. We also have continued to look
after our three sheep with Dylan and Dotty forming a particular bond. Other activities included
learning how to make safe fires and making Christmas crafts. We have also dug over the old yurt site
and have planted it with daffodils and other flowers for spring interest.

Southover at The Farm—Wednesdays
Wednesdays at Sweet Tree has seen a varied programme of activities for a
brand new group of our younger students who are experiencing the farm for
the first time. The first type of activity involves farm based jobs such as tending to the daily needs of our animals – the sheep, chickens and guinea pigs,
and preparations for new projects, a new chicken house, a new picnic area, as
well as clearing the vegetable beds. The second group of activities involves
introducing the students to woodworking and craft skills with which the students can make gifts for their families and friends. We’ve made scarecrows
from pallets, snowmen from socks and rice, and reindeer from branches. An
important part of the day is having fun and getting to know fellow students
from the other sites. We’ve raced wheelbarrows, played conkers and learned
how to build and light fires without matches and, needless to say, many a
marshmallow was toasted.

SOUTHOVER AT THE STABLES

Each student has set tasks at the stables, Tone has made straw nets and specific feeds for
each of the horses as well as helping newer students learn tasks around the stables. Yassim
assisted with grooming and cleaning the horses and George helped with mucking out each of
the stables. Tom provided water for the horses and led them around the arena. The group
has worked together taking the horses out of their stables and made an obstacle course in
the arena for the horses to try out.

SOUTHOVER HELPING HELP AGE UK

Southover pupils created some amazing Christmas card designs as part of a
project for Age UK to combat loneliness at Christmas amongst the isolated
elderly in the community. The cards
contain an anonymous message which
reads:
I hope you are keeping well and that
you enjoy receiving this card that I
made for you.
I wish you a very Happy Christmas,
With best wishes

Some of the amazing card designs using collage, drawing and the computer which were sent off to Age UK Barnet for distribution.

English at Southover
English in the Autumn Work.
There is no doubt that 2020 has been a very challenging year and all of our students have been affected one way or another by the national lockdown imposed
in March. Therefore, returning to school in September was something both students and staff looked forward to.
English lessons recapped on work done over lockdown before covering new
ground. Our KS3 students have explored a range of exciting texts including Skellig
by David Almond, Holes by Louis Sachar, Face by Benjamin Zephaniah and
Noughts and Crosses by Malorie Blackman. We have all enjoyed discussing and
writing about these books.
Meanwhile, our KS4 students have been busy too. When it comes to providing our
students with inspiring, engaging English courses we’ve got it covered. A favourite
course is Functional Skills and these students have been developing their confidence, independence and fluency in reading, writing and communication. Some
have gone even further and explored class inequalities in Britain in 1912 through
studying JB Priestley’s masterpiece, An Inspector Calls.

Furthermore, GCSE students have been developing the necessary skills to read
fluently and write effectively. They are engaging with a wide variety of high quality
texts both literary and non- fiction across a range of genres. Literature students
are currently enjoying the festive season reading Charles Dickens, A Christmas
Carol.
Our A Level students are working diligently too. They are reading widely and independently both set texts and others they have selected themselves, including
Geoffrey Chaucer’s, The Merchant’s Tale, Tennessee Williams, A Streetcar Named
Desire, Bram Stoker’s Dracula and Kazuo Ishiguro’s, Never Let Me Go.
Please read and enjoy the many varieties of students’ written work including
emails, articles, short stories and critical appreciations on offer in our Newsletter.
Anne Barnard, Head of English

English at Southover
A story inspired by Louis Sacher’s “Holes”
Kate Barlow’s Adventures
And here I am… finally.
It’s horrible here, so many innocent people taken from their homes. And for what?
Their skin color?! I need to free them maybe strike a deal with the owner… heh,
who am I kidding we all know what I have to do…
Send a message to all the other sick, revolting people like him. Well Sam here I go
killin’ again!
I can’t get in through the main entrance, I’ll be dead within seconds. Let me just
sneak around the back… oh! An open window! I’ll just climb in through there.
As I walk through the field… wait! “Sam?” I say erratically.
“Who?” says a black man confused.
“Oh never mind sorry.”
As I climb in, I notice this window leads to the Master’s room! “Oh this is perfect,
but he doesn’t deserve a quick painless death oh no, he deserves to feel this.” I
then brandish a pocket knife out of my pouch.
Quickly, I start looking around for him. I hear a door squeak and a discreet tip
tap of water and out comes a man with golden dyed hair and a black and gold
suit he then notices me looking around.
“Hey! You How’d you get in here!?” he then sees the knife in my hand, “Wait…
what are you planning to do with that knife huh?”
I don’t say a word.
“HEY ANSWER ME!!! YOU’RE HERE TO KILL ME AREN’T YOU!? GUARDS!”
I swiftly throw the knife at him, it lands on his head impaling his temple. I run to
his body, take the knife and the keys then I get out my golden tube of special lipstick, I put it on and kiss his dead twitching body then I get up and run.
Hesitantly, I jump out the window and as I run through the long drawn out crops,
I go to one of the slaves and give him the key saying, “Here take this, I killed your
master! You’re all free now but wait until the guards chase me out of this place
then free everyone else here, ok?”
“Ok, I will thank you!”
As I start running again I hear the faded words “Thank you!”
I get to the end of the field I get on my horse kick it and I’m off as I’m riding off
into the sunset I think, “That was for you Sam, all of this was for you.”
By Emile y8

Southover Review
Should Schools Close for a Second Lockdown? By Jack year 10
Introduction:

With the second lockdown coming into force on Thursday 5th November 2020, the issue of
whether schools should stay open or closed is causing the nation to be divided. The aim of this
report is to investigate whether schools should stay open or closed.

Arguments for School Closure:
Social Distancing in Schools:
In many classroom environments it is nearly impossible to socially distance all the students in
the class. Although one class counts as a bubble, mixing with students still happens at
lunchtimes and before and after school. The problem with schools is they have to run at full capacity all the time, which causes several problems when it comes to the one-meter rule.
Home & School Contact:
With the problem of socially distancing school children, comes spreading COVID19 to the home. Students normally spend 5-6 hours a day at school which is enough time to
catch or carry a virus, it can then be spread to their household and to other social bubbles.

Arguments against School Closure:
Provision of Education:
Other problems with school closure come with virtual learning, not all students
have equipment to engage with virtual learning. In addition to this, there may be problems
with connection issues, computer restrictions and pupil engagement. Virtual learning can become a problem with students trying to sabotage the lessons by booting the school’s Wi-Fi.
Academic Progress:
When learning online, it can be argued that pupil’s don’t absorb as much information
as they would in a normal learning environment. There can be distractions such as checking
phones, talking to others in your household and watching TV while in a call. Also, teachers expect students to carry on working after the call has ended, although in most cases this doesn’t
happen.

Issues to Consider:
Mental Health:
Although students may have a more relaxed routine, having no school rules and more time to do
what they want as a result of being constantly at home can cause stress and anxiety
or even depression. If schools were to close, they should keep in close contact with each and
every student, for educational and social purposes.
Child Care:
Issues might arise with childcare if we were to have a second school closure. For children of
keyworkers under the age of 12, primary schools could stay open. For children over 12 it is perfectly legal for parents to leave them at home during the day.

Conclusion:

This report has looked at the pros and cons of school closure. My personal recommendation is
schools should close, except for keyworker’s children (under 12) and SEN children (under
12 and/or if needed). If schools were to close, they have systems in place to carry on education
over the lockdown period using video conference calling and online learning.

Southover Blog
I, ike many people, thought 2020 would be a good year, a new decade and all that.
Well....., we were wrong. Some idiot ate a bat and HeRe wE aRe!!i! Covid-19 began to
spread around the globe and MANY people died. It was two months before schools shut,
(about time) and we entered quarantine.
With lockdown, came new rules. We had to socially distance from other people to avoid
spreading the virus. Lockdown also affected my family, my parents are self-employed
and we got almost no money from the furlough scheme!
Lockdown was good in one way, as I got to play a lot of games. Pity about wearing
masks. However, some retards people seemed adamant that masks suffocate people,
other twits believed that Covid-19 was fake (really?) or a conspiracy and hosted ‘Covid
parties’. Gatherings of mass stupidity where people (with barely a brain between them)
violated social distancing rules and lowered my faith in humanity. Needless to say, it didn't end well.
Recently, a game called, 'Among Us' rose rapidly in popularity. The game is all about
crewmates completing tasks on a ship while an Alien parasitic imposter kills off the crew
one by one. The game revolves around betrayal and being observant so that you win by

killing the crew, or ejecting the imposter.
However, on a more serious note, Covid-19 has taken 62,787,929 lives globally (as of
30/11/20) and robbed us of most of the year. But, with Covid-19 getting worse as winter
approaches, we can only hope that the situation gets better soon. At least there is a
vaccine on the horizon
By Dylan year 10

SOUTHOVER ESSAY
We have been studying Chaucer in our A Level classes this term.
Below is an answer to an A Level question by Ahmed (Year 13)
‘Rank and social class are the enemies of happiness’
In light if this view, consider ways in which Chaucer explores the effects of rank and social
status in The Merchant’s Tale.
The Merchant’s Tale by Geoffrey Chaucer deals with issues of class in a way which transgresses social
norms of Medieval England. Characters of high social standing are brought both happiness and despair by
their rank, and those within the lower classes benefit from the unfortunate fates of their superiors. The
poem also highlights the inequalities women face within the deeply patriarchal Medieval society, with
women being reduced to mere visual objects or possessions by men from higher ranks.
Damyan and May’s positions in the social hierarchy directly contributes to their doomed love affair, as
they are both of low class. They engage in what would be described as courtly love, Damyan ‘swelte and
swooned’ at the sight of the unattainable May marrying Januarie. This exaggerated gesture of affection
was a common trope in courtly love tales and would have been found laughable by the original, aristocratic audience due to the low rank of Damyan and May. The two do not fit the usual descriptions of
courtly lovers, they are of low birth and, as will be evident in the denouement, are only interested in
gratifying their own lust. A marriage between the two would have been previously possible as they were
of the same class. In medieval society marriages were mainly to reinforce family ties, or for economic
reasons, such as land acquisition or the passing on of titles. As neither of them were in possession of
great wealth, May and Damyan could have had a marriage based on love.
With Chaucer’s previous work in mind, the descriptions of the aristocratic Januarie seem to be almost parodic in his misogyny and would disgust a modern reader. He wants to shape his wife like ‘wex’ for his
‘fantasye’, which are mostly sexual. He wouldn’t like a wife older than thirty as she would be ‘bene straw’,
implying she is coarse from her life experiences. The imagery of him moulding a wife like wax is not only
humorously ironic, as Damyan uses a ‘clicket’ from wax to cuckold him, but also disturbing. He would like
to use an ignorant individual of lower class to be his sexual object and gratify his lust; he has stated his
wife must be of ‘tendre age’. This would unsettle modern readers because it goes against our ideas of
female equality, Chaucerian readers would know of Lombardy tyrants who used their rank to brutalize the
lower classes, raising the question of May’s consent. This is in contrast to the Merchant’s wife who frequently ‘over-macche(s)’ him. As critic Jordan agrees, the Knight Januarie is a surrogate for the Merchant,
who wishes to be of a higher social rank than he was born into. Januarie’s pathetic fate may be allegorical for the sad marriage which the Merchant is stuck in.
The transactional relationship of Januarie and May is only possible because of the superior social class of
Januarie as a Knight compared to May. Januarie sets a ‘mirour’ in the marketplace to find a wife, this not
only highlights his mercantile ideals of relationships but also shows that he is only interested in the physical appearance of the woman. He desires a woman of ‘fair shap’ and ‘visage’, not mentioning any emotional qualities he wishes of the woman, showing what critic, Elizabeth Simmons-O’Neil describes as an

SOUTHOVER ESSAY Continued..
‘illusory, narcissistic sense of his own nature’. This commoditization of women was common in the Middle
Ages as their social status was considerably lower than men’s. This power dynamic will not beget a happy
relationship as is shown through-out the rest of the poem. The image of the mirror was significant in
Chaucerian England as it was associated with Eustace Des Champs’ anti-feminist book ‘The Mirror of Marriage’, which lists all of the characteristics of a bad wife. This intertextual reference could be Chaucer
highlighting the misogyny of the Knight and he is only able to act on these prejudices because of his high
rank and May’s low caste. The narrator of this story, the Merchant, would have spent his life preoccupied
with the worth of items, thus making this aspect of Januarie’s courtship seem like a criticism of the rising
merchant class, whose entire social status was based on money, not centuries of tradition. Indeed, the
entire premise of the Merchant telling a tale of a knight may be a projection of his longing to be of a
better social standing during a period where such leaps were impossible. The happiness of both of them is
therefore impeded by the corrupting aspects of high social class.
While rank and social status may be used to gain objects of temporary lust and happiness, ultimately, other factors prohibit this joy’s permanency. Januarie builds himself a ‘walled’ garden, which he uses to ‘paye
his wyf hir dette’, - having sex with her. The sexual nature of this lavish garden is emphasized when Chaucer says that ‘Priapus’ couldn’t have built it, he is the Greek god of fertility and is depicted with a massive
erection. The fact that the Knight could build a garden just to mix-up his sex life shows his immense
wealth and high social standing. The garden does give him some pleasure from its ‘beautee’, however,
the ‘adder’ Damyan, of a lower social standing, is about to destroy any joy which januarie’s social status
brought him . Damyan cuckolds Januarie in a ‘pere’ tree while he, the Knight, is blind and in the belief that
Damyan was a ‘trewe’ servant. Januarie for all of his social standing, has been treated like a sennex
amans and has been cuckolded: ‘He swived thee!’.
May seems willing to forfeit her higher social standing in order to gain pleasure and happiness. After being given rights to all of Januarie’s wealth after his death (which, at the age of 60 was imminent in Medieval times) states that a woman in her ‘plit’ needs a ‘pere’, suggesting to modern readers that she has cravings associated with pregnancy. Pregnancy with the old Januarie is unlikely but her adultery with Damyan
may well result in conception. This possibility of losing her wealth for a moment of happiness shows that
for May, social status has not brought joy. However, critics such as Heffernan believe that May’s pregnancy is impossible to confirm and have pointed to the common use of pears as contraceptives. By this
interpretation, a calculating May made sure she couldn’t get pregnant and lose her status while still reaping the pleasures of her adultery.
In conclusion, Chaucer presents class as a concept which does not necessarily bring happiness itself but
can provide short term joy. The corrupting aspects of high social statuses are also on display as Januarie
exploits those around him for his own gain. Behaviour like this was accepted because of the high caste of
the Knight but would repulse readers today.

SOUTHOVER STORIES
The Mysterious Case of the Red Rose by George y12
Manhattan was a tough place: crime was rampant, cops were incompetent and you couldn’t go
outside without somebody mugging you every five minutes! The only people you could trust in a
place like this were the bounty hunters – fearless vigilantes who, for a price, would endlessly
hunt down anyone you wanted captured, crippled or killed.
Bounty hunters like me. There was no criminal I couldn’t apprehend, no case I couldn’t solve and
no technique I couldn’t replicate perfectly. But today was different… Normally, I’d go after someone that my latest client would pay me to, but I had to close up business for personal reasons. I
was hunting the infamous Red Rose – a ruthless gang leader who always somehow escaped my
grasp every time I was sent after her, but that freak was in my sights for a new reason… THAT
MONSTER KIDNAPPED MY WIFE! She just knew that trying to hurt someone I loved would bring
me out of the shadows, so if you want a fight, Red Rose, you were sure as hell gonna get one.
As I kept searching for my beloved’s whereabouts, I came across a rose petal on the ground.
Red Rose always left those whenever she committed her felonies, but this petal was pitch
black. Suspiciously uncharacteristic of her, as she’d left red petals in the past. Perhaps this
meant that she was planning to commit the crime of the century! Well, whatever she was planning, I wouldn’t let her succeed. I noticed that there was a trail of black rose petals going
somewhere, so I decided to follow them. I prepared myself in case it was a trap, which it most
likely was. The trail led me to the Empire State Building, a place where sightings of Red Rose
were commonly found, and that’s when I was ambushed by two of Rose’s goons.
When I came to, I found myself on the Empire State’s top floor, tied up against the wall with Red
Rose herself standing in front of me! I could tell that she was smirking at me under that emotionless mask of hers, a mask that, to my surprise, she took off! Everything I thought I knew
about this world crumbled to dust as I realised that Red Rose WAS MY BELOVED WIFE!
This revelation reduced me to a stuttering waste of flesh. I couldn’t believe
that my own beloved was one of the greatest criminal minds in all of human history! She planted a kiss on my forehead as a way to taunt me for
the final time and then- BANG!

SOUTHOVER REPORT

Life in the 1920s by Tone year 11
The 1920s, also known as ‘The Jazz Age,’ was the post war
period and saw great artistic, cultural and technological
advancements. Nightclubs and cocktail bars were increasingly popular after the war as well as jazz bars. Also, the
movie industry took off.
The main difference between now and the 1920s is that we
can communicate much faster these days e.g. via emails, text
messages and mobile phones. However in the 1920s they had
to send letters or telegrams to people that which was much
slower then today.
What I like about life in the 1920s is that the fashion
was amazing and the women were given more rights
e.g. the right to vote in august 18th 1920s. Men enjoyed casual suits and women preferred glitz and
glamour.
What I do not like about life in the 1920 is that there was no
social media. People could not message each other whenever
they wanted to. They couldn’t look something up when they
needed information. Also, they could not order food when
they felt hungry and they could not do online shopping.

ENGLISH AT SOUTHOVER

Write an email to a friend about something you went to see
recently.

Hi Ben,
I am writing to tell you about the ticket I bought to the Jack Whitehall
Standup Comedy show. I know you wanted to come to the show but
you can watch it on Netflix.

Jack talks about himself, his family and his days at boarding school.
Also, he keeps talking about the actor Robert Patterson. My favourite
part of the show was when he talked about a play where he was an
emu! When Jack was at school his father complained to the drama
teacher because he didn’t get a part in the Christmas play so they
gave him the part of an emu.

I enjoyed watching how he made everyone in the audience laugh with
him even when he was making a joke about himself. I disliked the
fact that I had to queue for a long time and I didn’t like the jokes
about his father.
I will tell you all about the show when I next see you.
From,
Yassim.

ENGLISH AT SOUTHOVER

“Win a chance to stargaze, with a
NASA endorsed telescope.
For your chance to win complete
the competition entry form.”

Dear NASA,

I’m writing this to inform you that I want a chance to stargaze.
I would love to see the Blue Moon as it is really rare. It happens once in 150 years. Space, the
moon, the sun and the stars all fascinate me and I never have got to see a supermoon before.
The moon looks so glamorous and enchanting - it gives some light to the darkness and it’s been created so beautifully. Stargazing is my hobby and I’ve dedicated almost half of my life to it.
Some people stargaze to find peace in the silence so watch the moon. Some are intrigued by it.
I enjoy looking at the shimmering stars and Earth seems nicer. I think the total eclipse of the full

moon is a special event because it’s part of space and also astronomy.
To win the telescope would be awesome and I would be so thankful.
Yours sincerely,

Melissa

SOUTHOVER OUTREACH
Outreach updates:
The start of this term, we were beyond delighted to start the term
with some face to face teaching, to touch base, after the summer
and the first lockdown. Students spent a total of 4 months away, and
in
that time our staff did an excellent job setting up work and connections with Microsoft TEAMS. Together with the support of our parents and carers, we set up and embedded new routines. Outreach
were very proud of the measures taken to ensure everyone’s health and safety and how
students adapted very well to our new normal of blended learning; some face to face as
well as continuing of working on TEAMS. Our students were excited to see their teaching
staff once more, albeit with distance between them, lots of outdoor activities and face
coverings!
A new normal. Unfortunately this new normal for outreach students did not last very long,
with government restrictions, shortly followed by the government announcement of a further lockdown, our teaching staff once more were unable to go back into homes for teaching, risking the safety of our students.
So here we are once more. Outreach attendance has remained impressively high at 95%
consistently throughout. I believe that this is not only because of the engagement of outreach teaching and learning between students and staff but because of our relationships
that we have built up and continue to build upon despite lockdown restrictions. Our staff
continue providing regular pastoral communication to our students, checking and monitoring the mental health and well-being of the families they work with. Where needed they
continue the distribution and collection of bespoke work packs to those unable to access
work digitally. I hope you are feeling confident that both teaching and learning and your
child’s well-being and mental health are our priorities, one example of excellent practice
happening is looking into different ‘Zones of Regulation’ to do with kindness. ‘Zones of
Regulation’ is an evidenced based curriculum supporting children’s emotional literacy. It
develops strategies for children to help self-regulate themselves when they are experiencing different emotions.
Currently we have a very small number of parents and carers who are self-isolating, or
who are feeling unwell, the key worker along with the teaching staff work flexibly to offer
support and continue with remote sessions where possible. Please let us know, by calling
your key worker, or the office, if you or your child are experiencing any symptoms or feeling unwell.

